Stamp
Power Amplifier

A paragon of inner greatness
This stereo power amplifier convinces with its inner values: music lovers are
raving about the excellent sound quality of our Stamp which astonishes the
audiophile world because of its compact dimensions. Instead of another
power amp behemoth, we present to you this more than serious amplifier
which can stand its ground everywhere despite – or just because of – its size.
Even if you’re the owner of small, trendy loudspeakers or listen to music over
your second sound system, you may expect a lush and uniquely pure sound.
The Stamp will allow you to do just this without pushing itself visually or
soundwise into the limelight.
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A cutting-edge power amp
≠

Like all our devices, the Stamp will leave Lehmannaudio with first-class
components which produce a uniquely faithful and fascinating sound. Among
others, we use components from Nippon Chemicon, BC Components and
Epcos.
The internal audio wiring is fully solid-core and directly soldered to the
sockets and the pc board to avoid additional plug-in connections. The
oversized, linear power suppy is fed by a magnetically and statically shielded
toroidal mains transformer.
Setup of this refreshingly different power amplifier is a snap: thanks to its
modest size, you can put it right next to your chain or attach it quite easily
using the optional mounting kit wherever it fits best for you.

Features
double sided printed circuit board for
optimal signal routing and component
placing
components from Nippon Chemicon, BC
Components and Epcos
solid-core audio wiring to avoid additional plug-in connections
magnetically and statically shielded
toroidal mains transformer
Accessories (optional)
mounting kit for vertical or horizontal
fixation
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Tech Info
Frequency response

12 Hz – 20000 Hz +/- 1 dB at 4 ohms

Gain

20 dB

Max. power

20 W per channel at 4 ohms

Outer dimensions
WxDxH

110 mm x 280 mm x 44 mm

Weight

1.9 kg

Press Commentaries
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Accessories
(optional)

‘The Stamp I can recommend wholeheartedly. As long as you are realistic with room/speaker matching it offers true hi-ﬁ sound.’
‘Lastly it’s one of those components that I‘d recommend blind to someone because it‘s not fussy in use and seems to have a benign rather
than difficult character.’
TNT Audio/09 2007

With our mounting kit your Stamp
mounts quite easily and incon
spicuously on furniture and walls.

